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Abstract. Because of the near-identity of their sets of officers, it has long been 

thought that shatranj and xiangqi both evolved from a single now-lost protochess. 

This paper considers the hypothesis that they originated independently, and shows 

how sets of officers so similar in composition and initial arrangement could have 

arisen quite naturally. 

 

Introduction 

 

It has long been thought that shatranj (the old Arabic chess as played before the invention of the modern queen 

and bishop) and xiangqi (classical Chinese chess as still played today) must have been developments of an 

ancient protochess of which no direct evidence has survived. For example, in David Pritchard’s Encyclopedia of 

Chess Variants, we read “That xiangqi and orthochess [the modern successor to shatranj] have a common 

ancestor cannot be doubted, similarities between the two games being many and remarkable”, and I saw no 

reason to depart from this when preparing the second edition after his death. More recently, however, I have 

come to question it. This paper considers the possibility that shatranj and xiangqi originated quite independently, 

and shows how sets of officers so similar in composition and initial arrangement could naturally have evolved. 

 

Features common to shatranj and xiangqi 

 

● Each is played with a board and men. 

● Each side has a “king” man whose capture is the object of the game. 

● Capture is by moving to the position occupied by an enemy man. 

● Each side has an army of foot-soldiers with limited powers of movement. 

● Each side has two “rider” men which can move any number of steps in any orthogonal direction (forwards, 

backwards, or sideways) as long as the line is clear. 

● Each side has two “2-1” men which move two steps in one orthogonal direction and one step at a right angle. 

● Each side has two “2-2” men which move two steps diagonally. 

● Each side has one or two “1-1” men which move one step diagonally. 

● At the start of the game, the men on the back rank, counting in from the corner, are rider, 2-1 man, 2-2 man, 

1-1 man, king. 

 

Differences in the realisation of these features 

 

Even though these features are common to shatranj and xiangqi, there are major differences in their realisation. 

 

● Shatranj is played on the squares of an 8x8 board, xiangqi on the crossing points of a 10x9 array of lines. 

● Shatranj uses a plain board. The xiangqi board has a palace at each end, and a river across the middle. 

● The king in shatranj can move one step in any direction orthogonally or diagonally, and can roam over the 

entire board. The king in xiangqi can move only orthogonally and is confined to the palace, and the kings 

cannot face each other on the same file without a man in between. 

● The ordinary move of the foot-soldiers in shatranj is one step forward, but they capture by moving one step 

diagonally forward, and on reaching the last rank they promote to 1-1 men. The foot-soldiers in xiangqi 

move one step forward until they have crossed the river, when they can also move one step sideways. They 

capture with their ordinary moves, and on reaching the last rank they do not promote but are restricted to 

moving sideways along it. 

 

There are other differences, and in fact the only man which has exactly the same move in each game is the rider. 

The 2-1 man in shatranj leaps directly to its destination; the 2-1 man in xiangqi slides, one step orthogonally and 

then one step diagonally, and the intervening point must be empty. The 2-2 man in shatranj leaps, and the two 

men run on different sets of squares; the 2-2 man in xiangqi slides, it cannot cross the river, and the two men run 

on the same set of points and can guard each other. There is only one 1-1 man in shatranj; in xiangqi there are 

two, and they are confined to the palace. Xiangqi has two “cannon” pieces which have no parallel in shatranj. 

But the major differences highlighted above are sufficient for present purposes. 
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The composition and initial arrangement of the officers 

 

The differences between shatranj and xiangqi are such that any theory that the games had a common origin must 

rest on the similarity in composition and initial arrangement of their sets of officers. Let us therefore examine 

how likely a set containing these men, in this arrangement, is to have arisen. 

 

● Given a board comprising a lattice of points or squares, it is natural to have a long-range man moving along 

the lines of the lattice. 

● However, a long-range man with a diagonal move is viable only if the board is accurately made or drawn 

(ask any schoolboy who has studied a hand-drawn chess problem under the desk during Latin, and tried to 

work out where a distant bishop could move to). The absence of such men from early forms of the game, 

when boards will have been drawn on whatever was conveniently available, or even scratched in the earth or 

sand, is therefore to be expected. 

● From any given starting point, the man with a long-range orthogonal move covers the points at distance (1,0) 

and (2,0). The 2-1 man covers the points at distance (2,1). In the absence of a man with a long-range 

diagonal move, the moves of the remaining officers of shatranj, and the equivalent officers of xiangqi, are 

just those which are needed to cover the points at distance (1,1) and (2,2), and so to give a move to every 

point within two points in any direction. 

 

The officers found in shatranj will therefore have been a natural set of officers to evolve. As regards their initial 

arrangement, consider the following. 

 

● It is natural to put the king in the centre. 

● It will have been very quickly realised that a short-range man starting in the corner is inconveniently far from 

the action, and that it is best to start with the one-step movers by the king, the two-step movers next, and the 

long-range men in the corners. 

● The only remaining question is whether to put the 2-1 men inside or outside the 2-2 men. However, if we put 

the 2-2 men outside the 2-1 men (in the normal algebraic notation used for chess, 2-2 man on b1, 2-1 man on 

c1) they both develop most naturally to d3. If the 2-2 man gets there first, the 2-1 man loses its most effective 

move; if the 2-1 man gets there first, the 2-2 man is left without a move at all . If we put the 2-1 men outside 

the 2-2 men, they develop to different points on the third rank, and do not impede each other. 

 

So, given a king in the centre and a set of officers consisting of riders, 1-1 men, 2-1 men, and 2-2 men, the 

arrangement that we have in shatranj is quickly seen to be the most natural. Its occurrence in different games is 

therefore no evidence that they had a common origin. 

 

Summary and conclusion 

 

The argument that shatranj and xiangqi had a common ancestor has always been that two sets of officers so 

similar in composition and arrangement are most unlikely to have arisen by chance. The argument presented here 

is that they didn’t arise by chance; on the contrary, this set of officers, in this arrangement, would naturally have 

evolved when games of this kind were played on relatively rough hand-drawn boards. This being so, and given 

the marked differences between shatranj and xiangqi in other respects, I now find it much easier to believe that 

they originated independently and acquired similar sets of officers by natural evolution, than that they evolved so 

divergently from a common ancestor, let alone that one of them somehow mutated into the other. 

 


